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ABSTRACT

Global food safety is a pressing and complex issue in the terrain of global governance and institutional design. However, the role of international law in food safety has not been satisfactorily appreciated by relevant international institutions and states at the multilateral level. The lack of scientific consensus, bottlenecks in WTO negotiations, and the WHO’s reluctance to further engage in international food-safety lawmaking have arguably discouraged states from seeking multilateral solutions at this stage. When facing increasing public pressure in recent years, some states have gradually shifted to bilateral approaches pragmatic enough to address their imminent needs. This article examines bilateral agreements as such between China, the United States, the European Union, and Japan, and argues that “SPS-plus” elements have emerged as a common feature of such bilateral arrangements. This article further discusses the respective roles of multilateralism and bilateralism in tackling the global food-safety problem. Rather than provide an ultimate solution, the conclusion offers some recommendations and caveats on the search for optimal institutional designs for global food safety.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, food-borne hazards and illnesses have become a serious problem of international concern. Global food safety, consequently, has turned into a pressing yet long-neglected issue in the terrain of global governance. Responsible organizations, such as the World Health Organization (WHO), the World Trade Organization (WTO), and the Codex Alimentarius Commission (Codex), leave considerable regulatory gaps in this area, another problem in response to which no serious remedial efforts have been made.

In designing possible legal solutions to regulatory problems as such, policymakers, lawyers, and scholars can adopt various approaches—mandatory or voluntary norms, bilateral or multilateral treaty arrangements, command-and-control or market-based regulations, ex ante prevention or ex post liability measures, and the

---


3 See, e.g., Marian Garcia Martinez et al., Co-Regulation as a Possible Model for Food Safety Governance: Opportunities for Public–Private Partnerships, 32 FOOD POL’Y 299, 304 (2007).


5 See, e.g., MOVING TO MARKETS IN ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION: LESSONS FROM TWENTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE (Jody Freeman & Charles D. Kolstad eds., 2007).
like. When facing such a global problem in an interdependent world, scholars usually assume that a universal and uniform legal system would be an ideal approach to achieving collective goals and to alleviating global evils for states in an interdependent world. Just as war expands geographically, law must broaden its scope; climate-change dangers require real collective actions by the entire global community; and infectious diseases respect no national boundaries and cannot be sufficiently tackled without international efforts. For such problems, multilateral regimes are usually assumed to be the ideal solution and the preferred strategy for regulating global risks. Global food safety is no exception.

A global solution is needed to address global food-safety crises. Yet this type of solution does not necessarily require a multilateral legal regime that has uniform rules and gathers most of the states in a single pact to make food-safety governance work. There are multiple solutions to this problem. Blum challenges the intuitive and categorical assumption of multilateral treaties’ superiority over bilateral treaties, arguing that the overall effectiveness of multilateral and bilateral treaties in fact varies significantly in different issue areas. Blum offers a well-rounded view of the architecture of international lawmaking discussing in depth both


8 See generally Blum, supra note 4, at 348.


10 See, e.g., James Chyau, Casting a Global Safety Net—A Framework for Food Safety in the Age of Globalization, 64 Food & Drug L.J. 313 (2009) (arguing for the establishment of an international agency—International Food Safety and Inspection Organization—a central entity responsible for the enforcement of food inspection and certification in accordance with a set of universally accepted standards); Gostin, supra note 7, at 333–34.

11 “The supposed benefits of multilateral treaties are often not as great as advertised or expected, and the effects of bilateral treaties are not necessarily as limited as universalists fear or unilateralists hope.” Blum, supra note 4, at 325. Multilateral treaties do not necessarily perform better in terms of probable compliance with obligations, efficiency of bargaining and negotiation, and effectiveness of their operation. Id. at 354–62. Rather, one has to consider the workings of multilateral and bilateral treaties in different issue settings—for example, if the parties are playing the coordination game or cooperation game, collaborating on issues of common goods or club goods, and regulating areas with positive or negative externalities. Id.
multilateral and bilateral structures of engagement in various subject matters.12

Here this article endeavors to provide a thorough analysis specifically regarding global food-safety issues so as to inform the choices for optimal institutional designs with respect to multilateral or bilateral international lawmaking. Depending on different contexts, bilateralism and multilateralism have respective pros and cons in terms of regulating cross-border risks. In some cases, such as the allocation of transmission frequencies by the International Telecommunication Union,13 the common rules for diplomats,14 or the preservation of endangered sea turtles, the multilateral approach seems more desirable. In other situations, such as foreign investment, joint watercourse management,15 or military cooperation, bilateralism can be more successful. In yet other circumstances, different forms of cooperation, such as framework-protocol treaty designs16 or multi-bilateral regulatory networks,17 may be the optimal choice.

This article explores the optimal choice of institutional design by examining the multilateral and bilateral efforts by states in pursuing better global food-safety governance. Part II briefly reviews the regulatory gaps in existing multilateral mechanisms in relation to food safety. The complex nature of food technology,18 the lack of related scientific consensus,19 political bottlenecks in WTO negotiations,20 and

---

12 See Blum, supra note 4.
13 Id. at 355.
14 Id. at 348.
15 Id. at 357.
18 See generally MARION NESTLE, SAFE FOOD: THE POLITICS OF FOOD SAFETY (2010).
19 It is reflected in many cases of political and scientific contests in the Codex Alimentarius Commission, see e.g. Frode Veggeland & Svein Ole Borgen, Changing the Codex: The Role of International Institutions, Working Paper 2002-16 (Norwegian Agricultural Economics Research Institute, Jan. 2002), http://www.ecolomicsinternational.org/caa_veggeland_borgen_changing_codex_nilf_oslo_02.pdf; see also Sara Poli, The European Community and the Adoption of International Food Standards Within the Codex Alimentarius Commission, 10 EUR. L.J. 613 (2004).
20 Many have discussed the political barriers to as well as momentums for the current WTO negotiations. See, e.g., Pitou van Dijck & Gerrit Faber, How to Save the Doha Round: A European Perspective, 11 EUR. FOREIGN AFF. REV. 291 (2006); see generally Dilip K. Das, The Doha Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations and Trade in Agriculture, 40 J. WORLD TRADE 259, 275–76 (2006); see Denise Prévost & Mariëlle Matthee, The SPS Agreement as a Bottleneck
the WHO’s unwillingness to further engage in international lawmaking with regard to food safety all discourage states from seeking multilateral solutions for the present. Part III examines the bilateral agreements signed between China, the United States, the European Union, and Japan, and argues that SPS-plus elements—rights and obligations that go beyond the baseline of the WTO Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS Agreement)—have become a common feature of these bilateral arrangements. Yet states are still in the process of experimental lawmaking. In Part IV, this article revisits the nature of cross-border food-safety governance and discusses the strengths and weaknesses of multilateralism and bilateralism in tackling such issues. Part V concludes by offering several recommendations and caveats on locating optimal institutional designs for global food safety.

II. THE GLOBALIZATION OF FOOD-SAFETY PROBLEMS AND THE MULTILATERAL DYSFUNCTION OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

A. GLOBALIZATION AND THE PREVALENCE OF FOOD-SAFETY INCIDENTS WORLDWIDE

Foodborne illnesses and food contamination are ubiquitous in all corners of the world, and the toll in terms of human life and suffering is enormous. According to the WHO, contaminated food contributes to 1.5 billion cases of diarrhea in children each year, resulting in more than three million premature deaths. Those deaths and illnesses are shared by both developed and developing countries. One person in three in industrialized countries may be affected by foodborne illnesses each year. For instance, in developing countries, approximately 1.8 million

in Agricultural Trade Between the European Union and Developing Countries: How to Solve the Conflict, 29 LEGAL ISSUES ECON. INTEGRATION 43 (2002).

21 Lin, supra note 2, at 681-84.
children die each year from foodborne diseases caused by microbiological agents in contaminated food and water.\textsuperscript{25} The United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that within the US borders, foodborne diseases cause approximately 48 million illnesses, 128,000 hospitalizations, and 3,000 deaths annually.\textsuperscript{26}

The ever-increasing number of foodborne-disease outbreaks is the result of multiple factors associated with intense economic globalization, which has made state boundaries increasingly permeable to the flow of goods, services, humans, investment, and information.\textsuperscript{27} Food-safety problems, together with food production and consumption, have also become globalized.\textsuperscript{28} A food product can be made in one place with raw materials from multiple regions and enter into the global supply chain, which transports the product to distant locations for consumption or further processing.\textsuperscript{29} National authorities are therefore increasingly interdependent in the effort to address food-safety crises.

B. MULTILATERAL PROMISES AND DISCONTENTS OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

While it is intuitive to appreciate the importance of having a comprehensive regulatory and cooperative strategy at the international level, existing multilateral institutions—the WTO, the WHO, and the Codex—fail to warrant satisfactory food-safety governance. There exists no international legal instrument aimed at addressing food-safety issues in a comprehensive and effective manner.


\textsuperscript{27} World Health Organization, supra note 1, at 5–13; Motarjermi et al., supra note 1, at 340–41; Käferstein et al., supra note 1, at 503–04; Käferstein & Abdussalam, supra note 1, at 347, 349.

\textsuperscript{28} Major forces behind the globalization and complexification of food-safety systems are, among others, the rapid advancement of food science and transportation technology, the advent of the WTO and its covered agreements aimed at trade liberalization, and the formulation and growth of transnational food corporations in the food industry. See WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM [WEF], GLOBAL RISKS 2008: A GLOBAL RISK NETWORK REPORT 12–13, http://www.weforum.org/pdf/globalrisk/report2008.pdf (last visited Apr. 26, 2012).

The WTO regime, being a set of trade rather than health agreements, does not have any provisions regarding the active promotion of food safety. Indeed, food safety and public-health issues have never been core considerations throughout the WTO’s history. For example, the SPS Agreement does not require WTO Members to take positive measures to enhance their food-safety regulations. Rather, it merely represents a channel through which countries can create exceptions regarding one another’s food-safety laws for the purpose of trade liberalization. Some other unbalanced requirements in the SPS Agreement can even create unnecessary barriers to governments genuinely aiming at protecting public health rather than at taking protectionist actions. National food-safety regulations may possibly be weakened under the WTO rules in the name of trade liberalization. Food safety is usually treated as a trade issue. However, WTO rules, with the objectives of trade liberalization, hardly play a positive role in improving global food safety.

Owing to its elevated legal status as a quasi-legislative standard setter in the WTO SPS regime, the Codex previously regarded as a technical body unaffected by international power struggles or commercial interests has recently become politicized. Incentivized by

---

30 See Lin, supra note 2, at 665–69.
34 For a more thorough discussion on the problems with the SPS Agreement from the perspective of food-safety enhancement, see Lin, supra note 2, at 668.
35 See generally MITSUO MATSUSHITA ET AL., THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION: LAW, PRACTICE AND POLICY 103–40 (2006); See also Lin, supra note 2, at 648.
38 ALBERTO ALEMARANO, TRADE IN FOOD: REGULATORY AND JUDICIAL APPROACHES IN THE EC AND THE WTO 262–63 (2007); As put by Alemanno, the express reliance on the Codex standards, guidelines, and recommendations has “an impact not only on their functioning but
the enforceability and effectiveness of the WTO dispute-settlement mechanism, Codex member states tend to vote in a manner that would advance their trade interests rather than promote food safety. Numerous problems such as frequent use of majority voting in the proceedings, poor participation of developing countries, decreasing legitimacy and weakened scientific authority, have rendered the Codex unbalanced regarding its two competing mandates—protecting consumer health and ensuring fair food trade practices. Therefore, Codex’s present institutional design is ill-suited to be an effective safeguard for global food safety.

While the WHO is the most relevant international institution to play a crucial role in global food safety, it has failed to provide leadership or facilitate better governance in the area. Many scholars share the view that the WHO has failed to fully harness the normative powers assigned in its constitution. In fact, it has refrained from adopting any legally binding instruments on food-safety issues for more than half a century. Although the agency’s recent activities on the
revision of the International Health Regulations\(^\text{46}\) and adoption of the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control\(^\text{47}\) may imply a change of attitude, it remains unclear whether the WHO and its Member States are politically and practically ready for a multilateral food-safety agreement.\(^\text{48}\) In January 2010, the WHO Executive Board recommended that the World Health Assembly (WHA) adopt a resolution “[r]ecognizing the importance of international agreement on global management of food safety.”\(^\text{49}\) However, in May 2010, the Sixty-Third WHA simply repeated the existing but ineffective International Food Safety Authorities Network (INFOSAN) mechanism.\(^\text{50}\) The Sixty-Third WHA shied away from either taking a step that could have helped the WHO play a leading role or open up future deliberations such as an intergovernmental working group for the reorganization of food-safety governance.\(^\text{51}\)

These international organizations are facing various problems that hamper rather than foster global food safety. A comprehensive, multilateral agreement that addresses food safety issues on a single legal and political platform does not seem to be on the agenda of either the WTO, the WHO, or the Codex. The unrecognized importance of the multilateral-governance approach further discourages states from engaging in effective cooperation.


\(\text{48}\) Lin, supra note 2, at 682–83.


\(\text{50}\) For an introduction to both the INFOSAN and its problems, see Lin, supra note 2, at 678–81.

III. STATES SHIFT TO BILATERAL FOOD-SAFETY AGREEMENTS: A STOOGAP OR AN ALTERNATIVE?

A. BILATERAL EFFORTS OF STATES IN CROSS-BORDER FOOD-SAFETY MANAGEMENT: EXAMPLES

In recent years, many governments have been facing increasing public pressure for the establishment of better food-safety management. Therefore, states have gradually shifted to alternative approaches pragmatic enough to address the states’ imminent needs. More and more countries have signed a growing number of bilateral or regional food-safety agreements or arrangements, or incorporating an SPS (food safety-related) chapter into their Free Trade Agreements (FTAs). For example, China entered into sixty agreements on food-safety and SPS issues, both regional and bilateral, with other WTO Members in 2007 and 2008. In 2009, Japan signed with Switzerland and Vietnam bilateral FTAs, which include an SPS chapter. The United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has also been aggressively pursuing formal and informal cooperation on food-safety governance through agreements with foreign counterparts. The United States has 110 international arrangements (104 of which are bilateral) as of 2011, at least fifty-six of which are directly related to food-safety or SPS issues.

53 Having an SPS (food safety-related) chapter in FTAs is a very common practice and, therefore, does not necessarily demonstrate states’ growing attention to cross-border food-safety management. Nevertheless, SPS-plus elements in newly signed FTAs are, in terms of importance, the equal of independent bilateral food-safety agreements or arrangements. This paper focuses mainly on independent bilateral food-safety agreements or arrangements.
56 There are currently 67 memoranda of understanding and other cooperative arrangements, and 34 confidentiality commitments under the FDA International Programs. Among these 110 international arrangements, 104 are bilateral (2 are between the US and WHO) and 6 trilateral (5 between the US, Mexico, and Canada, and 1 between the US, Australia, and New Zealand). For the complete list, see International Agreements, U.S. FDA (Apr. 26, 2012), http://www.fda.gov/InternationalPrograms/Agreements/default.htm.
among twelve countries, the goal being to facilitate relevant law enforcement or regulatory matters.\textsuperscript{57}

International food-trade players have concluded arrangements, agreements, or chapters on food-safety issues in a bilateral setting owing to two practical needs. First, some states aim to impose more rigorous regulation on imported products from the other contracting parties so as to respond to growing consumer pressure and to protect domestic populations from undesirable health hazards, in relation to specific food-safety issues. Second, other players request more preferential (less rigorous) treatment and less protectionist measures on (usually specific) exported products in order to expedite border entry, alleviate procedural burdens, and facilitate food trade. To deal with conflicting needs in practice, both parties to a bilateral food-safety arrangement or agreement have to ensure that their respective payoffs from the mutual cooperation are similar or equivalent to each other based on the information available. For those major food-trade players—the United States, the European Union, Japan or China—locating such equilibrium in food-safety regulatory cooperation can be found in many different manners. Bilateralism offers such flexibility.\textsuperscript{58} For countries with similar levels of food-safety standards, a mutual recognition or equivalence agreement will do;\textsuperscript{59} for countries with asymmetric levels of food-safety standards, such as China and the United States, substantial tradeoffs are needed.

A common conception is that a bilateral food-safety arrangement is concluded mainly because food-safety scares originating in country X drive country Y to urge country X to elevate its health standards, thus ensuring country Y’s import safety. It is true that government responses, political and legal, are very often incident-driven\textsuperscript{60} and usually problem-specific. It is particularly because food-safety scares usually can cause public outrage and therefore political pressure.\textsuperscript{61} Counterintuitively, however, a bilateral food-safety agreement is rarely concluded in such a one-way manner. Those concluded by important food-trade actors such as the United States, Japan, the European Union, and China are essentially reciprocal. For instance, China must improve its food-safety conditions according to its agreement with the United States, but in

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{58} Blum, \textit{supra} note 4, at 339.
\item \textsuperscript{59} SPS Agreement, \textit{supra} note 22, at art. 4.
\item \textsuperscript{60} Lin, \textit{supra} note 2, at 683.
\item \textsuperscript{61} See generally NESTLE, \textit{supra} note 18.
\end{itemize}
return, China gains some preferential treatment regarding its food products at the US border.\textsuperscript{62} China must tighten its food-safety regulation on seafood exports destined for Japan, but again in return, China can dispatch technical experts to or perform on-site inspections in Japan regarding nuclear risks to food, after the Fukushima Daiichi disaster.\textsuperscript{63} This article specifically examines the agreements concluded between China, whose food-safety record is notoriously poor, and the United States, the European Union and Japan.

1. THE US-CHINA FOOD-SAFETY AGREEMENT\textsuperscript{64}

The United States and China concluded a food-safety agreement on December 11, 2007.\textsuperscript{65} The US-China Food-Safety Agreement serves to “establish a bilateral cooperative mechanism regarding food and feed safety”\textsuperscript{66} through existing or future schemes of registration and certification,\textsuperscript{67} strengthened and expedited information sharing,\textsuperscript{68} and regulatory cooperation.\textsuperscript{69}

Article III sets out the reciprocal appearance of the Agreement, which serves to cover both export of products from China and products from the United States.\textsuperscript{70} Article IV requires the both parties to engage in information-sharing so as to improve each party’s understanding of the other party’s regulatory systems, relevant laws and regulations, allocation of jurisdiction. Contrary to the non-binding and unspecific notification requirement under the INFOSAN,\textsuperscript{71} the US-China Food-

\textsuperscript{62} See infra Part III.1(1).
\textsuperscript{63} See infra Part III.1(3).
\textsuperscript{64} See Chenglin Liu, The Obstacles of Outsourcing Imported Food Safety to China, 43 CORNELL INT’L L.J. 249, 276–80 (2010), for a relevant discussion.
\textsuperscript{66} US-China Food-Safety Agreement, supra note 65, at art. I.
\textsuperscript{67} Id. at Annex, § II.
\textsuperscript{68} Id. at art. IV.
\textsuperscript{69} Id. at art. V.
\textsuperscript{70} Id. at art. III.1.
\textsuperscript{71} See Lin, supra note 2, at 645–47, 679–81, for more information on the notorious 2008 Chinese Melamine Contamination Problem which reveals the problems of INFOSAN.
safety Agreement stipulates a strict two-day notification rule for a broad range of conditions. Each party is required to notify the other of significant food-safety risks to public health, manufacturing conditions, recalls, and “other instances that involve imminent or significant danger to health, or the gross deception of consumers with regard to Covered Products” within two days of the discovery of the problems. Further information regarding notifications, such as contact information for the producer, exporter, distributor, or other entities concerned, shall be provided by each party within five days upon request from the other party. The aim of Article V is to alleviate the previous difficulties faced by the United States when FDA officials tried to access Chinese facilities for on-site inspection. In addition to bilateral training programs, registration and certification programs, and laboratory cooperation plans, Article V emphasizes the facilitation of foreign on-site inspection. The United States and China shall develop a streamlined process for cross-border on-site inspections, for example, issuing a letter of invitation for visa application within five days after receiving a request from the other party. Such foreign inspection of food producers can be conducted “with or without providing advance notice” to the facilities concerned.

Equally important are the registration and certification systems set out in detail in the Annex to the Agreement. Building on the existing Chinese registration and certification programs, the Agreement stipulates specific and detailed provisions regarding the effective implementation of strengthened registration and certification systems. Before the establishment of the Agreement, an estimated one-third of Chinese food exports came from non-registered food facilities, and only 12,000 to

72 US-China Food-Safety Agreement, supra note 65, at art. IV.3.
73 Id.
74 In 2007, Chinese authorities intentionally created obstacles to the FDA’s plan to inspect the producers of melamine-contaminated pet food by delaying the visa-issuing process. See SUBCOMM. ON OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS, FOOD FROM CHINA: CAN WE IMPORT SAFELY? 7, n.10 (Oct. 4, 2007) (“[T]he Chinese Government delayed [sic] FDA’s visas so the [sic] when the American inspectors were finally allowed to visit the suspect plants, one had been bulldozed and the other chained with its equipment removed. In both cases, requests to view the shipment records of the firms in order to determine if other melamine laced vegetable proteins had been exported to the US were denied on the grounds that the records were in the possession of the local police and those files were confidential.”).
75 US-China Food-Safety Agreement, supra note 65, at art. V.4.
76 Id.
77 Id. at art. V.2, Annex, § II. s
15,000 registered food factories were eligible to export food products.78 Under the Agreement’s registration system, the General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine/ Certification and Accreditation Administration of China (AQSIQ/ CNCA) shall “require that all Establishments of Designated Products for export to the United States register with AQSIQ/ CNCA.”79 Only food factories that meet US FDA Requirements can be registered. AQSIQ/ CNCA must also inform all the registered establishments of all applicable US FDA requirements, and monitor the establishments to ensure continuous compliance.80 Furthermore, AQSIQ/ CNCA shall perform annual inspection of all registered facilities to ensure that they satisfy US FDA requirements.81 Failure to comply with US FDA requirements will result in revoked or suspended registration.82

Under the Agreement’s certification system, China’s AQSIQ/ CNCA can issue a certificate containing a unique ID number that declares that the products comply with US FDA requirements.83 For the secure and efficient transmission of electronic certificates, the United States and China should designate technical experts to develop a scheme that “avoids counterfeiting of certificates or the falsification of information.”84 Furthermore, AQSIQ shall facilitate periodic US FDA audits or reviews of the certification program.85 On the basis of registration and certification information, the US FDA will make import-entry decisions about the covered food products, and as expressly specified, these decisions include such matters as “a reduction in the rate of examination.”86 If in possession of evidence that a product (covered by the Agreement) is unsafe, China’s AQSIQ shall not permit the product to be exported to the United States of the product.87 No such “voluntary

80 Id. at Annex, § II, B.1.
81 Id. at Annex, § II, B.4.
82 Id.
83 Id. at Annex, § II, C.1.
84 Id. at Annex, § II, C.2.
85 Id. at Annex, § II, C.5.
86 Id. at Annex, § II.2.
87 Id. at Annex § II, D.8.
The scope of covered food products is rather limited in the Agreement’s first phase, but subject to future expansion agreed to by the two parties. In the first-phase implementation of the agreement, certificates are required for products with a high import-refusal rate and associated risks, specifically low-acid canned products or acidified foods, pet foods, ingredients of food and feed such as wheat gluten and rice protein, and all farmed seafood other than molluscan shellfish.

2. EU-CHINA MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING ON PRODUCT SAFETY

China is one of the EU’s largest trading partners in food. Products of Chinese origin have also accounted for the most intense food scares in the EU over recent years—345 safety alerts in 2009, 500 in 2008, and 355 in 2007—far exceeding those from Turkey, which is the EU’s second largest food trading partner. Aiming to promote common interests and enhance product and food safety in trading between the EU and China, the both sides signed the basic Memorandum of Understanding on January 16, 2006 to set up a framework for future communication and collaboration. This cooperation framework, established by the Directorate General for Health and Consumers of the European Commission (DG SANCO) and China’s AQSIQ, has been the focal point for regular information exchanges and joint initiatives to

---

88 Lin, supra note 2, at 665.
89 US-China Food-Safety Agreement, supra note 65, at Annex, § I.
90 Id. at Annex, § I, B.1.
ensure the safety of both general consumer products and food or feed products.94

In the area of food safety and SPS issues, the purpose of the EU-China Product Safety Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) is to establish a bilateral platform for SPS consultation channels, exchanges of SPS information or notifications, and “discussion and cooperation in the resolution of SPS issues” between the two sides.95 According to Annex 2 of the MoU, entitled “Food Safety, Sanitary and Phytosanitary Issues,” the EU and China shall establish the “Joint Committee on Food Safety/SPS between SANCO and AQSIQ,” which will hold an annual plenary meeting to discuss all issues related to food safety.96 In addition, the Technical Working Group meeting is to be held once a year, before the Joint Committee meeting.97 Both the EU and China “will adequately support the working group so that it implements its work programme and reports back to the Joint Committee meeting within a suitable time period.”98 Furthermore, to deepen mutual cooperation on food safety, the signatories will strengthen the existing two cooperation mechanisms, namely, an arrangement that promotes “cooperation on joint prevention of illegal action in the import and export of food” and a cooperation mechanism that operates “between both sides to improve the means of information concerning notifications of the Rapid Alert System for Food and Feed (RASFF).”99 The MoU improves the RASFF alert mechanism by providing China, a major food-product provider, with instant access to the mechanism, so that Chinese authorities can notify the EU about Chinese product-safety cases in a timely manner.100 The RASFF alert mechanism was more passive before the EU-China Product-Safety MoU, as no responsive measure would be taken until EU Member States’ discovery of unsafe food products at the border or when outbreaks occur on EU territory. The EU-China Product-Safety MoU allows China, an exporting country, to actively provide timely product-safety information and to facilitate the tracking of unsafe food products even before they

---

95 EU-China Product-Safety MoU, supra note 93, Annex 2, para. 2.
96 Id. at Annex 2, para. 3.
97 Id.
98 Id.
99 Id. at Annex 2, para. 4.
enter EU territory. Last, the two sides are responsible for establishing contact points whose function is to accelerate exchanges of information and notifications of incidents.

3. JAPAN-CHINA FOOD-SAFETY MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Driven by the Chinese melamine-contaminated dairy products and pesticide-tainted dumplings cases, Japan and China entered into a memorandum on May 31, 2010 during a bilateral summit.¹⁰² The bilateral agreement, signed by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Japan and AQSIQ, China, functions to restore consumer trust and upgrade the food safety of Chinese food products through regulatory cooperation and technical assistance.¹⁰³ Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao stated “Signing the food safety cooperation framework agreement offers the two countries a good chance to promote cooperation in food production and trade.”¹⁰⁴ Indeed, like most other food-safety agreements, the Japan-China Food-Safety MoU serves to strike a more delicate balance between food-safety protection and food-trade facilitation.

The scope of the Japan-China Food-Safety MoU covers food products, food additives, utensils, food packaging, and baby toys.¹⁰⁵ China and Japan have established a standing collaborative framework for bilateral exchanges and cooperation on food-safety issues, and have done so on the basis of two variables: (1) the rules under the SPS Agreement and (2) each signatory’s domestic laws and regulations.¹⁰⁶ The MoU highlights principles of scientific evidence, transparency, and regulatory consistency.¹⁰⁷ Moreover, the agreement goes beyond the SPS baseline and establishes more rigorously cooperative mechanisms. Pursuant to

¹⁰¹ EU-China Product-Safety MoU, supra note 93, at Annex 2, para. 5.
¹⁰⁵ Japan-China Food-Safety MoU, supra note 103, at pmbl.
¹⁰⁶ Id. at art. 1.
¹⁰⁷ Id.
Article 2, the parties agree to hold annual ministry-level food-safety meetings to discuss key matters, evaluate implementation, exchange information, and investigate food-safety incidents.\textsuperscript{108} Article 3 sets out a fundamental requirement of enhanced bilateral information sharing pursuant to which both parties promptly exchange information regarding relevant laws, regulations, and standards;\textsuperscript{109} relevant statistics such as inspections or registrations of imports and exports;\textsuperscript{110} means of supervision and inspection;\textsuperscript{111} food-safety measures;\textsuperscript{112} comprehensive information about food-safety incidents, in particular cross-border ones;\textsuperscript{113} safety certification procedures and a registration program for corporations and other facilities;\textsuperscript{114} and other information upon agreement.\textsuperscript{115} The two countries will dispatch technical experts when necessary and hold symposiums in order to promote information exchange.\textsuperscript{116} The parties shall also ensure the correctness of the information.\textsuperscript{117}

The two countries require their respective food-exporting producers, manufacturers, processors, and retailers to comply with the food-safety or health regulations and standards of importing countries.\textsuperscript{118} When necessary, or when concerns are raised over the safety of food imports, officials in each signatory country can inspect the other signatory country’s food-related facilities with advance consent obtained via diplomatic channels; the two sides shall cooperate to facilitate such on-site inspections.\textsuperscript{119} To further deepen the framework-style agreement, China and Japan will form an action plan at ministerial meetings to evaluate the implementation and progress of the agreement and to settle concerns over food-safety problems.\textsuperscript{120} The first bilateral Action Plan (signed on May 31, 2010 at the first ministerial meeting) focuses on
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specific food-safety issues of particular concern to the signatories. To facilitate implementation of information-exchange mechanisms under the MoU, the signatories will establish a contact point for information exchange and assign a corresponding official in charge of relevant events. When any change is made regarding this contact point, the other party should be notified in a timely manner.

Both parties held two working meetings during the 2010 fiscal year to negotiate and agree upon specific issues of concern to both China and Japan. During these meetings, participants addressed China’s concerns regarding Japanese seafood with heavy metals (e.g., arsenic, lead, or cadmium), processed snacks and seafood with organisms (e.g., E. coli or Listeria) beyond tolerance levels, sugar-containing processed snacks with excessive food additives (e.g., sorbitol, Gardenia Yellow, or Sunset Yellow), and prohibited additives (e.g. thin gold leaves) in Japanese Shochu. During the same meetings, participants addressed Japanese concerns regarding Chinese seafood with organisms over tolerance levels, excessive levels of animal drugs (e.g., Ractopamine, Salbutamol, Terbu-talin or Clenbuterol) in pork products, and Chinese scallions with high pesticide residues (e.g., aldicarb sulfoxide). Both Japan and China have reaffirmed their obligation to facilitate on-site inspection and investigation for the purpose of confirming the progress on the above matters.

When food safety problems occur with regard to food-product imports or exports, the responsible party will provide facts and other relevant information promptly to the other side, as per the prescription of Article 3(5). Relevant information includes the cause of such problems, such as pathogenic organisms, poisonous materials, or other hazardous residues; details of products, such as name, origin, producer, marks on package, ingredients, and production date; entry date and port of import/export, distribution status of the products, and ingredients if necessary;
methodology of inspection and results; and relevant certificates.129 The other party will investigate such issues and deliver the results without delay. Both of the parties will make efforts toward swift settlement of the problems through consultations and investigations at the working-level, with a focus on discovering the cause of the problem and evaluating possible preventive measures.130

B. SPS-PLUS ELEMENTS AS A COMMON REGULATORY PRACTICE

Clearly, there is an emerging practice whereby countries enter into bilateral agreements to address highly specific food-safety problems with increasingly rigorous cooperative tools, rights and obligations that extend beyond the baseline of the SPS Agreement.131 This type of practice reflects the recent high frequency of food scares that have made headlines all over the world. The safety of imported food products is of increasing importance to governments as they are constantly under public criticism for their lack of a satisfactorily responsive regulatory system capable of combating threats to import safety and of restoring consumers’ confidence. As negotiating and concluding a comprehensive multilateral treaty with meaningful depth of cooperation and reasonable effectiveness of outcomes can be extremely time-consuming and politically challenging, countries turn to easier and quicker ways such as bilateral memorandums or accords. This “fast-food approach” to treaty-making seems to be a pragmatic reaction that enables governments, especially after a salient food scare, to demonstrate to the public their commitment to tackling threats to imported food. From the examples above, we can observe several important trends in the development of recent food-safety regulations related to bilateral agreements. These bilateral agreements exhibit shared features which are “SPS-plus” in nature. “SPS-plus” describes legal instruments that are signed by countries and that include more detailed or demanding provisions than the multilateral rules under the SPS Agreement, or that contain other regulatory or cooperative elements beyond the scope of the SPS Agreement:132 (1) a shift from response-oriented border inspection to a

129 Id. at art. 3(5).
130 Id. at art. 5.
132 The provisions of the SPS Agreement seek to prevent countries from taking SPS measures to unjustifiably restrict trade (through requiring scientific evidence and risk assessment) so as to
more prevention-based mechanism; (2) deeper cooperation in a more institutionalized apparatus; and (3) expansion in breadth and depth of information-sharing obligations.

First of all, the bilateral food-safety agreements above exhibit a shift from response-oriented border inspection to a more preventive approach. The purpose is to prevent unsafe food or feed products from entering the given importing country. For instance, under the US-China Food-Safety Agreement, only registered food producers can export their products to the United States, and these producers can register with the Chinese authorities only when they satisfy the US FDA’s safety requirements.\(^{133}\) China’s AQSIQ/ CNCA must inform all the registered facilities of relevant FDA standards and rules, and must ensure that they comply with the requirements.\(^{134}\) China must also prohibit exports that involve products that are non-compliant with FDA standards.\(^{135}\) In addition, the United States can conduct on-site inspection of Chinese food producers without having to give them prior notice, and can disqualify their eligibility to export if violations are found.\(^{136}\) Japan and China have also agreed upon on-site inspection of facilities in each other’s territory when necessary or when concerns are raised over the safety of food imports, though with advance consent.\(^{137}\) According to the EU-China Product-Safety MoU, both of the sides are to strengthen the
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joint prevention of illegal actions in the import and export of food.\(^{138}\) Also, China can have access to the EU RASFF alert system and the Chinese authorities will notify the EU of unsafe EU-bound food products from China before they reach the EU border.\(^{139}\)

The shift from border-inspection mechanisms to preventive approaches has an important implication: In contrast to the SPS Agreement’s default setting, exporting countries in the bilateral food-safety agreements are to bear more of the responsibility and the cost of ensuring food safety than previously. The rules under the SPS Agreement imply that importing countries are those that bear the cost of ensuring the safety of food products because the customary practice of discovering unsafe food products has rested on border inspection. In the SPS Agreement, countries are responsible for performing and implementing food-safety regulations and standards whose function is to protect the countries’ own citizens. The countries can determine their own levels of protection and design their own health measures, provided that these levels and measures are warranted by scientific evidence.\(^{140}\) The importing countries therefore bear the cost of ensuring the safety of imported food products at the border. Before food or feed products actually arrive at the border of importing countries, the exporting countries use no regulatory tools to inform the importing country of the exported products’ sanitary condition. However, the US-China, EU-China, and Japan-China agreements express an intention to shift the burden of ensuring food safety, at least partially, to exporting countries by requiring registration, voluntary export bans, certificates, or on-site inspection. The aim of such measures is to prevent food hazards from permeating borders in the first place.

Second, states are institutionalizing their bilateral cooperation. For example, the EU-China Product-Safety MoU asks the two sides to establish the Joint Committee on Food Safety/SPS and Technical Working Group to hold annual discussions on treaty implementation and further cooperation.\(^{141}\) Japan and China are to hold ministry-level food-safety meetings on an annual basis to evaluate treaty effectiveness, discuss crucial issues, and investigate important food-safety cases.\(^{142}\)
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Such institutional developments are not part of the SPS baseline rules either. An institutionalized platform better helps states implement the treaty, investigate problems, negotiate settlements, and so on. As we can see from the three agreements above, states also intend to discuss in annual meetings the opportunity to deepen and broaden their cooperation and go beyond existing commitments in the near future. Through regular and in-depth communication between government officials, such a platform further secures long-term partnership and enhances treaty effectiveness. Therefore, institutionalized apparatus collaboration facilitates deeper and more effective cooperation in food-safety governance.

Third, recent bilateral food-safety agreements have tended to impose broader and more serious obligations on signatories regarding information sharing and notification. The only transparency requirement of the SPS Agreement focuses on importing countries’ SPS measures, including any relevant laws, regulations, procedures, standards, inspection methodologies, or risk-assessment processes. WTO Members such as the United States, China, the European Union, and Japan shall publish promptly all of their SPS rules for the benefit of interested Members. WTO Members shall notify one another of changes in their respective SPS measures and provide one another with information detailing those measures. To ensure the availability of information about SPS measures, each Member shall establish an “enquiry point” to answer questions with regard to SPS measures such as production and quarantine treatment, pesticide tolerance, food-additive approval procedures, or appropriate levels of SPS protection. Such transparency (or information-sharing) requirements apply merely to the importing country’s laws and regulations. Possible internationally significant food-borne hazards or newly discovered methods of inspection or treatment for certain food-borne organisms or diseases, however, are not subject to the SPS transparency requirements.

On the other hand, under the WHO regime, although the current INFOSAN information-sharing framework encourages notification of
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food safety incidents, it has not produced fruitful results. The INFOSAN presents only non-binding requirements, that is, countries are merely “expected” to share information about food-safety problems. In effect, countries usually have different considerations, either political or economic, which promote the delay or concealment of internationally significant public-health information. In addition, the multilateral nature of INFOSAN has negative effects on the organization’s effectiveness—as countries want to minimize the self-harm that would likely occur were they to notify another country of their own domestic food-borne hazards. For this reason, countries may tend to use the bilateral and confidential information-exchange mechanism regarding foodborne illness incidents (e.g., FDA confidential agreements with various countries). Both confidentiality and a bilateral setting encourage countries to engage in rapid exchanges of genuine information. Therefore, recent bilateral food-safety agreements have tended to impose serious obligations on signatories regarding prompt sharing of food-safety incidents. The US-China accord even specifies the period of time within which a party has to notify other parties.

C. A STOPGAP OR AN ALTERNATIVE? EXPERIMENTAL LAWMAKING IN SEARCH OF OPTIMAL INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN

SPS-plus is a common feature of recent bilateral-cooperation designs. Nevertheless, countries are still experimenting in international food-safety governance. We can observe such experimental approaches from the specific and limited scopes covered by the bilateral agreements. In the US-China Food-Safety Agreement, the bilateral rules apply only to specific covered products. In the Japan-China MoU, the initial focus
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was on products of significant concern to both of the parties.\textsuperscript{154} Although these two agreements show that parties will expand their focus to cover more products and to strengthen rules, a statement that these bilateral agreements will grow into full-fledged frameworks of comprehensive cooperation is not conclusive. Indeed, many states want food safety, but they are not quite sure which regulatory design would promote the highest and most practical level of food safety. This lack of convergence reflects the complex nature of food-safety issues,\textsuperscript{155} due to the rapid advances in food technology, uncertainty about scientific findings,\textsuperscript{156} sensitive consumer-industry relationships,\textsuperscript{157} diverging development agendas,\textsuperscript{158} and difficult international politics.\textsuperscript{159} While it is fair to say that states have gravitated toward bilateral approaches as a pragmatic stopgap for now, we do not know if bilateralism will be the rule of the game. States are nonetheless undertaking experimental lawmaking in search of optimal institutional designs for global food-safety governance.

\section*{IV. Multilateralism v. Bilateralism in Global Food-Safety Governance}

Food-borne hazards and illnesses have in recent years become a serious problem of global concern. When facing such a global problem, many usually assume that a universal and uniform legal system would be an ideal approach to achieving collective goals and to alleviating global evils for states in an interdependent world.\textsuperscript{160} According to Blum, “[t]he lodestar guiding the movement toward universal legislation over the past 150 years or so has been the increasingly dominant assumption that global problems require global solutions.”\textsuperscript{161} As just noted, many trans-boundary issues such as climate change and infectious diseases generally
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require real collective actions by the entire global community. A widely held assumption is that, in the absence of multilateral efforts, states would have great difficulty in tackling with such global problems.\footnote{Many hold that for the threat to public health is beyond the unilateral power of states, the protection of public health requires multilateral cooperation. See, e.g., Fidler, supra note 33, at 1097–98.}

Likewise, the global food-safety problem needs a global solution, but this does not necessarily require a multilateral legal regime—which has uniform rules and gathers most of the states into a single pact—to make food-safety governance work. There are multiple solutions to this problem. Blum challenges the traditional intuitive and categorical assumption of multilateral treaties’ superiority over bilateral treaties, stating that “the supposed benefits of multilateral treaties are often not as great as advertised or expected, and the effects of bilateral treaties are not necessarily as limited as universalists fear or unilateralists hope.”\footnote{Blum, supra note 4, at 325.} Multilateral treaties do not necessarily perform better in terms of probable compliance with obligations, efficiency of bargaining and negotiation, and effectiveness of their operation. The overall effectiveness of multilateralism and bilateralism is rather issue-oriented.\footnote{See generally id.} One has to consider the workings of multilateral and bilateral treaties in different settings—for example, whether the parties are playing the coordination game or cooperation game, collaborating on issues involving common goods or club goods, and regulating areas with positive or negative externalities.\footnote{Id. at 354–62.}

Drawing upon Blum’s insights, the following section will first unpack the global food-safety problem to find out whether it is a public or club good and whether its governance is a coordination or cooperation game. In the second section, this article will draw on the previous analysis regarding the three aforementioned bilateral food-safety agreements in order to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of bilateral and multilateral approaches in the governing of global food safety issues.
A. UNPACKING THE GLOBAL FOOD-SAFETY PROBLEM

1. FOOD SAFETY: PUBLIC OR CLUB GOOD?

Samuelson’s classic analysis *The Pure Theory of Public Expenditure* in 1954 defines “public goods” as having the key characteristics of “non-excludability” in supply and “non-rivalry” in consumption.166 Non-excludability means that one is unable to exclude another from enjoying the same benefits of the good. Non-rivalry means that one’s consumption does not exhaust the good.167 Conventional wisdom has long held that, owing to these two unique characteristics, one is incentivized to “free-ride”—that is, one tries to secure the benefits of a public good without paying for it.168 Because of the prevalence of the free rider problem, the private provision of public goods is very unlikely.169 In contrast, private goods are characterized as excludable in supply and “rivalrous” in consumption.170 Another term, “club goods,” can be defined as “public goods sans non-excludability.”171 That is, a club good is one that is produced within a membership-based organization or group (i.e., the club) and that, regarding consumption, is non-excludable for the members but excludable for non-members.172 As food safety is intertwined with international trade and poses global concerns, it is clearly not a private good. Yet is the enhancement of global food safety a public good or a club good?

(a) The “Public Good” Side of the Case

A few decades ago, food production and consumption were mostly local, and import safety was not a point of emphasis in
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international health law. The term global food safety was unknown. The rapid development of food science and transportation technology, the establishment of the WTO, and the formulation and growth of multinational food corporations have greatly changed the pattern of food production and consumption. Consequently, foodborne hazards have gone global. A food or feed product can be manufactured in one location with raw materials from different multiple regions and exported into the global supply chain, which further transports the product to distant places for consumption or more processing. Take the melamine-contaminated dairy products from China for example. Cream manufactured in the United States can contain melamine-contaminated milk powder from China, fresh milk from Canada, and sugar from Mexico. Such cream can go on to be imported and used by other companies in different countries to make coffee, cookies, candies, and many other food products. In this sense, indeed, food-safety incidents in one country can, along the global supply chain, pose substantial risks to other states and amplify the interdependence of national authorities in addressing such risks.

In light of the global nature of food-related problems, it is appropriate to view the enhancement of food safety as a public good from a macro perspective. The management of food safety is directly relevant to the whole international community. Even countries having vigorous food regulatory systems at the domestic level cannot ensure overall food safety without collective action. Within the global trading system, states cannot avoid suffering from the insufficiency and the ineffectiveness of one another’s food-safety regulations. Likewise, if
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overall food-safety governance is elevated at the global level, states cannot be blocked from enjoying the ensuing benefits. Indeed, deeply intertwined with the rapidly expanding international trade in food, food-safety problems and solutions, just like the free flow of food products, potentially pose positive and negative externalities to numerous states.

(b) The “Club Good” Side of the Case

In some circumstances, however, the promotion of food safety can be akin to a club good between certain states. For example, the United States imports 80% of its domestically consumed (rather than processed and re-exported) seafood.\(^\text{181}\) China is the largest exporter of seafood by volume to the United States, particularly shrimp and catfish products, which are two of the most consumed seafood products in the United States.\(^\text{182}\) China depends on the revenues from its US-bound exports of seafood, which are contingent on US food-safety regulations. The United States government has an interest in ensuring the safety and quality of food products, either domestically manufactured or imported, to satisfactorily respond to consumer needs. In this sense, Chinese seafood qualifies as a more limited good for the club formed by China and the United States. The two states are much more concerned than countries outside this club with the safety of a specific food product: Chinese seafood. Although actions taken by China and the United States may yield some (probably positive) externalities (i.e., other states may benefit from the improved safety conditions of Chinese seafood), the incentives compelling China and the United States to consider these improvements would be strong enough to result in the two states’ collaboration in making the improvements a reality. Free riding is largely absent here. This pattern applies in the same way to other situations where specific products are of particular importance to specific countries or regions.

---


2. Harnessing Global Food Safety: A Coordination or Cooperation Game?

A cooperation game is best described as the prisoner’s dilemma. Each player has strong incentives to defect, although mutual cooperation provides the largest overall benefits. States strive to locate an equilibrium of collaboration. Extra pulling forces, such as an enforcement mechanism, are needed to make states in the prisoner’s dilemma cooperate (i.e., to secure and stabilize the equilibrium). Conversely, in a coordination game, states’ interests in a specific issue converge on one or more focal points where “the equilibrium of reciprocal movements is self-enforcing.” When an equilibrium emerges in a situation where the states have a common interest, they tend to be willing to cooperate with each other regarding this interest—and this willingness is unaccompanied by a pronounced incentive to defect.

(a) At the Multilateral Level: A “Coordination Game” Has Yet to Come

At first glance, regulating global food safety seems to be a coordination game—countries should have common goals and be willing to collaborate. However, states’ interests in global food-safety governance do not readily converge at any points of equilibrium. As we can see from the numerous controversial WTO SPS cases on apples, salmon, hormone-treated beef, and genetically modified organisms, countries simply do not have a common understanding.
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regarding proper levels of protection, scientific evidence, precautionary approaches, or even the most basic approaches to food safety itself. Furthermore, some developing countries are usually more concerned with food security (to feed the people first) rather than food safety. In this situation, states cannot easily reach a multilateral consensus, much less negotiate, conclude, sign, and ratify a comprehensive multilateral treaty. Therefore, global food safety at the international level is not a coordination game, yet.

At the international level, states are facing neither a coordination game nor a cooperation game for three reasons: the science behind every stage of food production keeps changing, as does consequently the food production itself; states differ greatly from one another regarding their perceptions of food-related risks, as much of the science on these risks remains inconclusive or vague; and states have different development agendas, where developing countries may be more concerned with food security while developed countries food safety. National authorities, although in pursuit of food safety at the global level, are actually in need of regulatory experimentation for the time being.

(b) In Certain Contexts: A “Cooperation Game”

In certain contexts, states can be facing a cooperation game, a (repeated) prisoner’s dilemma game. When states are deeply concerned with specific food-safety issues, such as the safety of an individual product, an outbreak notification, a certification program, or on-site audit or inspection arrangements, they may be facing a cooperation game. Consider the following scenario as an example: country A is anxious about the safety of beef and beef products produced in country B. Domestic pressures from consumer groups and the meat industry in country A can lead to stringent border inspection or other health measures imposed on beef imports from country B (entailing substantial administrative costs for country A). While country B is not interested in greatly leveling up its beef regulation and related quality controls (incurring for country B significant administrative costs), both country B and its beef industry have a commercial stake in their beef products destined to country A. A holistic view of this game shows that the safety of imported beef is country A’s goal, while relatively unimpeded market access to country A is country B’s target. Both country A and country B stand to benefit from cooperation with each other. For country A, successful cooperation translates into no expensive heightened border
measures and no unduly unsafe beef. For country B, successful cooperation translates into secure export revenue stemming from elevated beef safety. However, if the game is just a one-shot deal, the temptation to defect is high. For country A, its defection would translate into public- and industry-pleasing strict health measures. For country B, its defection would translate into cost-saving lax food-safety regulations and would, in this sense, satisfy the domestic beef industry. Therefore, countries A and B may wish to arrive at a balanced collaborative effort by entering into a bilateral agreement. A bilateral regime stipulating specific rules for a specific matter helps prolong the shadow of the future, and maintains an official channel through which the two signatories can either communicate with each other or at least apply political pressure on the other, thereby further stabilizing the collaborative relationship. It should be noted that states face various food-safety issues that depend on the particular context products, geographical regions, legal systems, and so on. A cooperative agreement dealing with specific problems thus needs great flexibility to accommodate the affected states’ concerns. That is why different levels and types of risk regulation and cooperative tools can be seen in the bilateral agreements discussed above.

Last, it should be noted that the bilateral level of the game is not irrelevant to food-safety governance at the multilateral level. As previously observed, states need experimentation in search of the optimal structure and content (i.e., the focal points) for global food-safety governance. What they undertake and learn in the bilateral settings definitely sheds light on the states’ possible future lawmaking at the multilateral level. The abovementioned bilateral food-safety pacts between major players in the global economy are part of this ongoing experimentation.

**B. A MULTILATERAL OR A BILATERAL APPROACH TO GLOBAL FOOD SAFETY?**

As this article has noted, a global solution is key to addressing the global food-safety problem, but the global nature of the solution does not necessarily lead to a multilateral approach. Blum proffers a typology of issue areas on the compliance, efficiency, and effectiveness that characterize different situations where bilateralism and multilateralism
have different roles to play. Building upon Blum’s theory, this paper aims at digging further into the root of the global food safety problem. By unpacking and analyzing the global food-safety problem, this article here examines two regulatory problems and the respective multilateral and bilateral solutions available to states seeking to better their governance.

Global food safety presents two different types of regulatory problems. The first problem typically entails a problem-solving approach whose usual target is a given set of specific regulatory symptoms stemming from, for example, a given food product and whose usual goal is immediate regulatory returns. This is the symptomatic problem. Such specific food-safety problems and approaches can be framed as a cooperation game over club goods. The bilateral approach is particularly effective in coping with this first type of problem. The second type of problem centers on states’ fundamental, underlying public-health conditions, and thus, favors a universal, long-term approach. The governance of this problem—the root problem—involves public goods, although the approaches to collaboration among states here do not rank as a coordination game. To cope with the second type of problem (the root problems), states could consider a multilateral treaty (probably a framework-protocol approach) or in some situations, a bilateral-treaty network, which would quite possibly be a promising start, but subject to the development of the game.

The next section discusses the respective roles that the bilateral and multilateral approaches could play in the governance of global food safety.
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1. THE ROLES OF THE BILATERAL APPROACH TO THE “SYMPTOMATIC” PROBLEM

(a) Flexibility

For the symptomatic problem, the bilateral approach has many advantages. First, bilateralism better ensures necessary flexibility for regulating specific food products. With limited administrative resources, it is sometimes necessary for states facing different problems to prioritize certain concerns with particular importance or urgency. In contrast to a multilateral regime that requires consensus of opinion among a relatively large number of states, a bilateral agreement chiefly responds to two sets of preferences and can more easily be tailored to accommodate the two states’ particular needs. In addition, bilateral treaties provide parties with better opportunities for renegotiation and adaptation to changing circumstances. This is especially suitable for dealing with food-safety problems, which highly depend on rapidly changing science and technology.

(b) Effectiveness

Second, for the symptomatic problem, a bilateral treaty can create a stronger compliance pull and, therefore, more effectiveness than a multilateral treaty. Having much fewer parties than its multilateral counterpart, a bilateral treaty is easier to monitor and enforce because both of the parties have more direct and intense interactions and the prisoner’s dilemma game can be prolonged and repeated. In addition, as the required strict two-day notification of food-safety incidents under the US-China Food-Safety Agreement has demonstrated, it is more likely that deep commitments and a meaningful and effective cooperation
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mechanism would result from a bilateral setting than from a multilateral setting. In contrast, members in a multilateral treaty usually concede to compromises around the lowest common denominator, as evident in the weakness of the INFOSAN, SPS Agreement, and Codex standards.

(c) Political Expediency

Third, in the face of particular food scares (e.g., Chinese melamine-tainted milk) and the resulting public criticism and pressure, states would prefer the bilateral approach for its political expediency. With its highly workable number of parties and its limited scope, a bilateral treaty is easier and swifter to negotiate and conclude. Given the salience, seriousness, and frequency of recent food scares regarding specific food products from specific origins, states have strong incentives to choose the bilateral approach when the goal is to respond immediately to consumer pressure and public criticism regarding specific food-safety problems.

(d) Public-private Partnership

Fourth, a bilateral setting can provide a more focused forum for lawmaking and a more suitable environment for public-private partnership (PPP). In a multilateral regime such as the Codex Alimentarius, a considerable amount of industry and NGO actors, despite their relevance to and interests in food safety (and public health more
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generally), usually take part in the wish to affect lawmaking in order to serve their varying interests. International rulemaking can be distracted or even distorted. A bilateral agreement dealing with specific topics between merely two countries creates a forum of greater focus that promote participation from relevant industry members and NGOs. Moreover, complying with bilateral treaties’ comparatively deep commitments to food-safety regulation definitely requires the active involvement of private actors. For example, a tracking system of seafood between the United States and China cannot be effectively established and operated without the professional knowledge and experience of each country’s seafood industry. In addition, food-safety standards would be more tailored to and meaningful for private actors under a bilateral treaty under a multilateral treaty. A bilateral setting is suitable for PPP’s successful operation in the governance of food safety.

2. THE ROLES OF THE MULTILATERAL APPROACH TO THE “ROOT” PROBLEM

(a) Multilateral Efficiency & Political Reluctance

For the second type of problem—the root problem—concerning fundamental public-health capabilities, multilateralism seems to be the preferred approach. Scaling up the overall food-safety conditions globally creates a public good and, therefore, requires wide participation of the international community. If states can converge at certain focal points of collaboration, the second type of problem can be seen as a coordination game over public goods. In such a case, multilateralism is efficient because it makes negotiation-related transaction costs typically lower than would result if thousands of coordinated bilateral arrangements would have to be concluded. For example, if states can reach consensus on the maximum tolerance level of animal drug residue in shellfish, it is economically and politically efficient to do this in the
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Codex platform, rather than let 181 Codex member states\(^{208}\) pair up their own minilateral standards.

Yet facing the uncertainty of food science and a lack of consensus in general, setting uniform rules and standards at the multilateral level is not a coordination game. As noted, free-rider problems may be prevalent without effective monitoring and enforcement mechanisms. In addition, the multilateral approach is not flexible enough in terms of renegotiation and adaptation to changing circumstances such as scientific development of genetically modified food or cloned animals.\(^{209}\) Considering the facts as a whole and their implications, it is not likely for the time being that countries will readily enter into a multilateral treaty covering a comprehensive scope of food-safety issues and soliciting meaningfully deep commitments. The Sixty-Third WHA resolution shows that WHO Member States are reluctant to even enter into further discussion about a comprehensive multilateral treaty on global food safety.\(^{210}\)

**(b) The Bilateral-treaty Network—A Pragmatic Substitute?**

While a multilateral overhaul is unlikely at this moment, a bilateral-treaty network\(^{211}\) with multiple SPS-plus arrangements might be a pragmatic substitute. As previously discussed, bilateral food-safety agreements with SPS-plus elements concluded between major powers have relatively deep commitments from the signatories and generate positive externalities for other parts of the world. A treaty network consisting of multiple bilateral cooperative mechanisms practically cumulates the positive spillovers projected by those treaties. Positive externalities of bilateral food-safety agreements can multiply, and thus, may help construct and strengthen a regulatory net. Because states are highly interdependent in the international trading system where food


\(^{209}\) With the FDA Food Safety Modernization Act signed into law in 2011, many in the United States are still discussing the possibility of expanding the new food safety rules to cover genetically modified food and cloned animal products. See, e.g., Debra M. Strauss, *An Analysis of the FDA Food Safety Modernization Act: Protection for Consumers and Boon for Business*, 66 FOOD & DRUG L.J. 353 (2011).

\(^{210}\) Lin, *supra* note 2, at 683–84; WHA Res. 63, *supra* note 51.

\(^{211}\) In the field of international environmental protection, a paradigm shift from a multilateral approach to a multi-bilateral approach has been proposed by Chang-fa Lo. See generally Lo, *supra* note 17.
products are produced, transported, reproduced, distributed, sold, and consumed, it is fair to argue that every bilateral food-safety agreement affects other non-party states, directly or indirectly. For example, when China centralizes its food-safety authorities to avoid agency jurisdictional overlaps and to tighten up its outbreak notification-and-response system owing to the state’s obligations under the EU-China MoU, other countries trading with China potentially benefit from China’s improved system. The relevant government structure undergoes substantial changes because of one bilateral food-safety agreement, but the improved regulatory environment remains applicable to other countries and products. A bilateral food-safety agreement’s positive externalities cannot be contained within its intended scope of regulatory change.

Nevertheless, it is true that the cumulative effect of multiple bilateral treaties depends considerably upon their scope and depth of cooperation. If most bilateral treaties deal only with very limited product groups in a fire-fighting manner (addressing not at all the topic of general regulatory transformation), the cumulative effects will be limited. Conversely, if countries with a weak public-health system strengthen their food-safety governance tools according to bilateral promises, the treaty network will have stronger multilateral effects. Although there is not a central enforcement system in such a bilateral-treaty network (as would usually be seen in a multilateral-treaty regime), a looser form of numerous bilateral and effective enforcement mechanisms via communication, transparency, reciprocity, and strong interest of parties can secure compliance. Working on top of existing multilateral rules (the SPS Agreement, the Codex standards, and WHO INFOSAN information sharing), a pool of bilateral treaties can serve as a greenhouse for regulatory experimentation and facilitate future multilateral undertakings.

V. CONCLUSION

Global food safety is a pressing and complex issue in the terrain of global governance and institutional design. However, the role of international law in food safety has not been satisfactorily appreciated by relevant international institutions and states at the multilateral level. While states in recent years have entered into bilateral compacts to address imminent food-safety needs, the space for multilateral undertaking is nearly empty. This article breaks from the traditional
dichotomist typology of multilateralism and bilateralism, and discusses the perspective strengths and weaknesses of both approaches to different sorts of food-safety problems. The global food-safety problem can be categorized into two types of regulatory questions: one concerns focused issues specific to particular states, and the other concerns fundamental public-health capability. This article argues that bilateral treaties—functioning in a problem-solving manner—can help address the first category of problem (the “symptomatic” problem); and that multilateral treaties can address the second category of problem (the “root” problem). If a multilateral undertaking is not feasible at the moment, a bilateral-treaty network may help generate cumulative effects, or at least, foster regulatory experimentation and facilitate future multilateral endeavors.

To conclude, this article offers three caveats. First, so that a bilateral-treaty network can actually work, bilateral food-safety treaties must extend beyond a reliance on fire-fighting tactics for handling unwelcome regulatory symptoms: bilateral cooperation must get to the root of these symptoms and at least touch upon important changes or reforms that parties should apply to their governance mechanisms and risk-management systems.

Second, a pool of bilateral treaties inevitably creates differing rules and standards that may overlap and even conflict with one another. It is desirable for states to harmonize different standards through further negotiation or mutual recognition. Private actors also play a crucial role in harmonizing different standards to the lowest common multiples through the private standards setting as well as horizontal integration. At last, however, one has to embrace the idea that the existence of diverse food-safety standards is the norm rather than the exception. A multilateral treaty such as the SPS Agreement is usually, in effect, a network of multiple bilateral treaties, since states inevitably differ from one another regarding their respective concerns. As a result, varied applications are to be expected under the framework of universalization.

213 Actually, differing standards can be a driving force in industry efforts to harmonize at the private level worldwide. Industry members can also be incentivized to lobby their respective governments to go multilateral (rather than pursue uniformity of standards by themselves).
of rules. In the area of food safety, an unchallenged premise is that a state has the right to take into account its special concerns and to establish legitimate but differentiated rules and standards in order to protect the health of its citizens.215 

Third, the bilateral setting is more susceptible to power exploitation216 in terms of negotiation and even enforcement. The three examples discussed above do not reveal this concern, as the parties, which are the four biggest food-trade players worldwide, do not face power asymmetry. However, the potential problems of power exploitation should be appreciated. A WHO model food-safety agreement in the form of recommendations under Article 23 of the WHO Constitution217 may help states alleviate problems of power exploitation. By referring to a WHO soft-law model of food-safety treaty, weaker states may cite their preferred model provisions and push powerful states to maintain the reciprocity of the agreement.

This paper points out the insufficiency of multilateral institutions, examines recent bilateral food-safety agreements and their SPS-plus nature, and unpacks global food-safety issues to see how they work in the contexts of bilateralism and multilateralism. Rather than provide an ultimate solution to the identified problems, this paper opens up a forum for future discourse on the search for optimal institutional designs in the area of global food safety.
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